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Dear Cliff,

RANTING FOR…OR AGAINST?

Thanks for your hard work as editor of  Man, Alive! Lots of
good writing and strong warrior opinions. As a man with “B
positive” blood type in my veins, I don’t tend to rant, although
you may remember my “radical honesty” days, when I com-
plained that many of us were too busy censoring our honest
thoughts and feelings while caring too much about what other’s
thought of us. In fact, I remember doing a major presentation at
a Fall Conference on the importance of our being radically
honest in our lives and in our community of men. While I do
not totally agree with the radical honesty approach to life, I did
learn some valuable lessons about myself and the “nice guy” in
me who was often too concerned about “image management”
to speak my truth.

I also agree that the “warrior energy” you now so clearly
advocate for (in contrast to the “priest/shamanic energy” of
your not-so-distant past) is indeed much needed these days,
especially when it is in the service of some larger, meaningful
purpose—be it our becoming more physically fitness, our
learning to be more authentic, or our developing a stronger
sense of environmental awareness or social justice.

Unfortunately, in looking around, I see much warrior energy
misdirected toward self-serving greed and “us versus them”
thinking. I am tired of listening to “righties” (and “lefties” for
that matter) turning their opponents into non-human scum to be
ridiculed, or even worse, killed, like the man who recently
indiscriminately killed several Unitarians because he hated
liberals. Can we find our way back to a more civil society in
which we work hard to understand and bridge our differences?
Can we in Men’s Wellness be a vital part of that bridging
process?

I am less interested, Cliff, in “ranting” (n., to scold violently)
against something than in standing up and speaking out for
something. The former comes, it seems to me, from a sense of
powerlessness, while the latter comes from a desire to assert
our power constructively. In mythological terms, ranting is
warrior energy without a benevolent king (or higher purpose)
to serve.

In my experience, men come, and often return, to the Men’s
Wellness experience for a number of reasons: to be inspired to
create a more meaningful life, to connect with heartful men, to
experience their support, and to recharge their batteries.
Knowing many of these men personally, I know them to be
men of power—quiet and behind-the-scenes power, perhaps—

who in many cases are actively making a difference in their
own communities. Men like David Breault, who saw the deep
longing of boys to connect with their fathers or their new
sons...and founded the Father and Family Center. And other
men who followed in his footsteps to create meaningful
projects like the Young Fathers’ Project.  Men like Victor
LaCerva, who has traveled around the country confronting the
violence of men toward themselves, their mates and their
children, and of a violence-prone society with too much misdi-
rected testosterone. Men like Doug Booth and Michael Hopp,
who have offered hope and empowerment to some of the more
than one million men languishing in our prisons. Or Joseph
Woods, who, along with his wife Kris, show hospital adminis-
trators around the country how to develop and use their intu-
ition to improve patient care. Of course, there are scores of
other men we both know who have used the Men’s Wellness
Community for inspiration, support and renewal. Once re-
charged, they return to the front lines to continue doing righ-
teous battle in the service of things worth fighting for.

Cliff, I do strongly agree with you about one thing. These days
there is much for us to be ranting about…even outraged. In the
past decade our nation has been on a downward slide toward
mindless greed and self-centeredness.  To all of us in Men’s
Wellness I ask, “Where is our outrage at the way we as a people
have allowed corporate America to lull us to sleep with its
mindless technology and consumerism? Do we really not care
what is happening to our planet, and how it will affect our
children, not to mention the thousands of creatures we are bull-
dozing into oblivion? I would like to hear more in Man, Alive!
about what us Men’s Wellness guys are doing to help stem this
downward slide.

Hmm, Cliff… this is beginning to sound like a rant.
You got me.

  David  Kuenzli

Rant on......ct

Dear Cliff:

I read your editorial statement in Man Alive with great interest.

I was rather taken with your admonition that Men’s Wellness
seek some adventure.  I like excursions and journeys.  The
images that were rendered by your suggestion as to renting
water craft at Lake Powel captured my imagination: me piloting
the ship sporting a captain’s hat, swimming (I’m a lap swim-
mer), fishing (an activity which my son and I play at), water

     Continued on Page 15
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Dare to be DifferentDare to be DifferentDare to be DifferentDare to be DifferentDare to be Different
Mike NelsonMike NelsonMike NelsonMike NelsonMike Nelson

     Continued on Page 14

It was a freezing cold day in December a number of years
ago when I visited my Great Aunt in Godfrey, Illinois.  There were
squirrels eating on the outdoor balcony, and at least a foot of snow
blanketed the ground of the sanctuary on the 400-foot-high bluff
overlooking the Mississippi River.  Just like in the old days, when I
had visited them as a teenager.  As a native of the southwest, I had
never seen anything like Mississippi Sanctuary before that visit.  Big
dormant oak, maple and cherry trees offered their woodsy coziness,
and the horizon that I had always known as big and blue seemed only
an arm’s reach away and kissed by softly falling flakes of white from
the low-hung sky.

Yes, it was just like it had been when I visited as a teenager.
But this time, I was there to visit only her, as he had died 15 years
prior.  Wow, 15 years had gone by, and I had not been back to see the
place that he had created.  Nor had I seen her, who I had never been
very close to anyway.  He, on the other hand, had been a major and
influential person in my life.  Even though I was only 16 when he
died (his tractor went over the bluff), I had gotten to know him very
well over the five or six years prior to that tragic event.  We ex-
changed letters (real letters sent via post), we hiked together, we
camped together, we had long discussions during our visits (which
were, albeit, infrequent, but so significant to me)…we even had plans
in the making to backpack, just the two of us, into Havasupai…and
then he died.

Other people were present when I was there visiting
her…but their presence in the room remains a haze in my mind.  She
and I were reminiscing about him as we sat in the warmth of the
house, sipping from our cups of hot tea, gazing out at the sleepy
December forest.  We talked about how he had vehemently fought,
with all his heart, the various nature-altering projects along the
Mississippi.  We talked about the hundreds of trees he had planted at
Mississippi Sanctuary, about how beautiful it was, about the impact
that one man’s vision had on five acres of land across the river from
the hustle and bustle of St. Louis.  We talked about his ways, his
passions, his love of nature, the ways in which he had impacted my
life.  And then she said something I will never forget, not ever in my
entire life.  She said, “Your Uncle Jim dared to be different.”

Different, he was!  He was the first grown man I had ever
seen cry.  He was the first man who seemed, to me, even at my young
age, more comfortable out in the forest alone than he was in a group
of people.  He was the first man I had seen show this…and not be
able to hide it with some macho ego statement.  He was the first
grown man I had ever seen who stood up to his wife’s controlling
behavior with complete calm and non-defense.  He was the first man I
had seen who would re-attach the rotted off brim of his straw hat with
roofing cement.  I could tell numerous stories about him…suffice it to
say, simply, that he danced to his own beat.  When I think about him,
and about the “advanced” ways of our world, I wonder what his
response to all of it would be.  Is he rolling around in his grave
shuttering with laughter, or drowning in tears?  Is he here now again
in different form?  The eternal questions….

It was his daring to be different that I remember, and that
continues to influence me today.  He was perhaps the only man who,
at the time, I really bonded with in a deep way.  He was one of only a
small handful of men who made an effort over me, who cared about
sharing his life’s details with me.  He was the first man to tell me that
the girls must go “cookoo” over me.  Of course, in my world, I was a
gangly, nerdy, socially awkward teenager, and, if the girls were hot for
me, I sure as hell did not know it.  Nevertheless, he showed me that
he really cared.  He cared that I knew who Samuel Clemens was.  He
cared that I knew how a tree grows.  He cared that I knew the names
of creatures in the tide pools of northern California’s coast.  He cared
that I knew about his trips to the Grand Canyon, and about his
musings on the nature of time and geology.  If I only knew how to be
as present in my nephews’ lives as he was in mine….

Now, with almost four and a half decades under my belt, I
can look at life now and see, in more clarity, blessed with life’s
experiences, that many people—men and women equally so—who I
know, knew, or just know of, have dared to be different.  And they are
still the ones who influence me the most.  They are the ones who
show me, with their own lives, that it’s okay to be who we are.  Just
who we are, nothing more and nothing less.  I have not learned this
easily.  Actually, I’m still trying to fully take this into my heart.  One
would think that with all the people I see or hear about who dare to be
different, it would be second nature to me.  But still, the messages that
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Grieving Ceremony

Candles cover the altar
each flame life experience
lost to consciousness
A heart-shaped rock
heavy with homage
melancholy storyteller
waiting porous

Men come forward
moved by spirit
moved by necessity
moved by the urge to share their grief

A father succumbing to disease
A wife tragically killed in an automobile accident
A son experiencing the pain of divorce
A relationship terminated without explanation

Each man clenching the rock
smoothing rough surfaces
assuaging pain, guilt
before returning to sacred space
understanding the opposite of
death is birth

Sal Treppiedi

Written October 27, 2007, at Ghost Ranch in Abiquiu, NM,
during the New Mexico Men’s Wellness Fall Conference.

Talus Below Cyclone Moutain

I have hiked alone all day.
Each hour carries me
toward the peak,
away from the familiar.

The summit sings to my heart.
Energy pulses in hips and legs,
answering its call
like a horse quickens at the
press of the rider’s thighs.

Muscular clouds rumble darkly,
towering above. A tempermental
carpet of green, unforgiving stone
lies beneath and ahead,
with shifting
moods that respond
to the weight of each boot.

The surface of a mind that has been
glassy smooth for hours ripples with
whitecaps of risk and caution.
Any misstep means a nasty fall,
sprained ankle, or worse.
In my absolute aloneness,
there is no help.

Awareness sharpens and widens
to hold everything: summit above,
clouds beyond, endless talus and
each green stone below, while
the weather unfolds
indifferent to my fate,

With a lover’s touch
each boot caresses the stone
skin of the mountain as
she lies beneath me.
Everything is at risk.
I don’t know what will become of me.
I do know how sweet it is to be alive!

Mark

VerseVerseVerseVerseVerse
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Oliver MayoOliver MayoOliver MayoOliver MayoOliver Mayo
Jim MischkeJim MischkeJim MischkeJim MischkeJim Mischke

When the curtains of night are pinned

           Back by the stars

And the beautiful moon leaps the sky

           And the dew drops of heaven are kissing the time that’s
gone by

It is then that my memory flies and

           From the wings form a beautiful tear

In haste with the message it bears

            to bring you a kiss of affection

I’ll remember you love, in my prayers

Go where you will on land or at sea

           I’ll share all your sorrows and cares

And at night when I kneel

           by my bedside and pray

I’ll remember you, love in my prayers.
I have loved you too fondly to ever forget

           The love you have spoken for me,

A kiss on the lips of affection still warm in my heart

When you told me how true you would be

I know not if fortune be fickle on friend

Or if time in your memory wears

           I know that I love you wherever you roam

And remember you love, in my prayers

When heavenly angels are guarding the good

There is a strange sort of synchronicity that parallels
my life with that of my great grandfather.  Oliver Mayo had a
romance while stationed in the South; when the Confederates
discovered it, much as in the movie, “Cold Mountain”, they
burned down his lover’s house. While stationed overseas in the
military, I, too, formed a romantic relationship with a woman of
“the enemy”, creating a situation similar to the one presented in
the movie “Sayonara”.  Neither relationship lasted, yet what is
perhaps most important is the possible arising of an
overarching human relationship which can supercede familial,
tribal, or national identity and loyalty, much as seen in
Shakespeare’s characters, Romeo and Juliet who dared to form
a bond beyond the animosity dividing the houses of Montague
and Capulet. Below is a response to Oliver’s lover’s “Dear
John” letter notifying him that “The angel of love had folded
her winds and closed her eyes”, reminding me so intensively of
my own sorrow at being forced to leave behind what I had
come to believe was real, having had a similar experience of
finding a lover among the “enemy” in a foreign land during
military service in wartime, though my response was by no
means so eloquent:
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           As God has ordained them to do

In an answer to prayers that I’ve offered to Him

           I know there is one watching you

And may this it’s bright spirit be with you

           To guide you up heaven’s bright stairs

And meet with others whom He has loved

           you so true.

(Written to Susan Farley from North Carolina

     By: Oliver Aery Mayo)

Another parallel appears to have been _ between the two
warriors.  Mr. Mayo wrote of an engagement with the enemy in
Virginia:

Our picket line is near the edge

of a forest growing densely

The welcome shade of the living green

adds to our cheer immensely

The live oaks with long verdant moss

with emerald vines are growing

Magnolia trees in rich display,

their beauteous dresses showing

A meadow stretches through the woods

through which a creek is wending

It’s rapid tide flows through the sedge

as on its course ’tis  bending

Nigh to the other shore there stand

the Rebel pickets staring,

We fire not on these sentinels

though they the grey are wearing.

Oft’ times we hail across the stream

and hold short conversations

The Yankees and the Johnny Rebs

give mutual orations.

A trestle bridge across the stream

Though ruined and unsightly

has been the appointed place to meet

Confederate pickets nightly

We meet to have a little chat

And change late printed papers

You’ll now forgive me “ Uncle Sam”

If I divulge our capers

Oliver MayoOliver MayoOliver MayoOliver MayoOliver Mayo
Jim MischkeJim MischkeJim MischkeJim MischkeJim Mischke
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Our surplus coffee we’ve exchanged

If we could spare a drawing

For sweet potatoes and the like

we’ve sometimes risked a “jawing”

This was a favorite post for those

Whose stock was well depleted

Of “chewing” and of “smoking,” too

Here oft the weed they’ve greeted

Not only has this been the scene

Of this clandestine barter

But barely once a luckless Reb

‘Scaped going like a martyr.

A treacherous plank upon the bridge

All unawares was skewing

The while two soldiers stood engaged

Each other interviewing

Down went the rebel in the creek

Weighted with his equipment

And as the tide was deep we thought

He fancied not such shipment.

The rebels gazed with bated breath

The unionists with wonder

Was it a case of suicide?

Or was it just a blunder

The drowning rebel struggled hard

A - puffing and a - blowing

He wanted yet to live and see

how this dreadful war was going

He cared not now for wealth in slaves

Or the almighty dollar

But he did wish some friendly hand

Would grasp him by the collar.

Lieutenant Abercrombie tried

His best to get possession

And rescue from a watery grave

This soldier of secession

At last he caught him from the tide

With which he had to wrestle

And drew him out all dripping wet

Upon the faulty trestle

He soon revived but oh how wet
After such thorough soaking

ablutions of such kind destroy

All tendencies for joking.

Oliver Aery Mayo

At the Pamunkey River Bridge, Virginia

Oliver MayoOliver MayoOliver MayoOliver MayoOliver Mayo
Jim MischkeJim MischkeJim MischkeJim MischkeJim Mischke
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Recognizing the humanity shared between themselves
and the Confederate troops they faced, my grandfather and
most of his outfit could not bear to inflict harm upon “the
enemy”.  Having shared “the other’s” lives in secret, they
merely fired over the heads of the “secessionists”.  The Confed-
erates did likewise.  Humanity was more real that national
idealism to these men. Recognizing a bond of humanity to lie
above that of nationality or ideology, each group refused to
dehumanize the other, much as see in the movie “Christmas
Eve” in which the Germans, Scotts and French established a
truce in the name of a recognized shared humanity.  Recall, if
you will, however, that all of this occurred within the war that
took the greatest number of human lives up to that point in
history.  My brother-in-law’s farm lies near the Pamunkey
River today.

Reluctantly recognizing in retrospect the essence of the inhu-
manity to which I had committed myself in military service was
one of the greatest sources of pain in my life.  It was also one of
the greatest sources of growth.  I think my great-grandfather
took the better road.  Perhaps a part of it was the personaliza-
tion which was still possible to establish between the individu-
als of the two opposing forces.  Perhaps some of it had to do
with the values of a religious Christian.  Perhaps a part of it
was the lack of brutal military mechanization developed in this
man’s time.  Of course, by 1865, as the South stood in ruins,
Sherman had marched to the sea and various forms of auto-
matic weaponry and far more deadly artillery had been devel-
oped.  Maybe my grandpa was just a plain good man.  At any
rate, he returned home “without a scratch”.

Having lived a good life, the death Oliver Mayo experienced

was penned by his own hand on his deathbed:

A snowrim on my brow,

But summer in my heart.

My feet are weary now—

Soon earth and I must part.

But God has made my pathway bright

And now, at evening time, there’s light.

A staff of easy grasp
Support my yielding limb.

He bids my faith to clasp

Its hold and trust in Him.

His love and will are my delight

And lo, at evening time, there’s light.

Like winter sun that shines

E’en through the cloudy rifts,

His love and favor now are mine,

Rich in my Father’s gifts,

I may not fear, there is no night;

Behold, at evening time, there’s light.

My outer vision’s dim,

My inward eye is clear.

My every thought of Him

Disperses every fear.

I know life’s outcome will be right,

Oliver MayoOliver MayoOliver MayoOliver MayoOliver Mayo
Jim MischkeJim MischkeJim MischkeJim MischkeJim Mischke
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For now, at evening time, there’s light.

Some night or morn. or noon,

Life’s journey will be done,

Nor do I fear if soon.

My endless life’s begun.

Then O, the bliss of that first sight,

When path and pillow flame with light.

Oliver Aery Mayo

A man of great faith and courage, Oliver Mayo served in the
same town in which my sister now shops for groceries: West
Point, VA.  He served in Virginia, North, and South Carolina.
He was discharged from the Grand Army of the Republic
(GAR), 127th New York Volunteers (Mattituck, N. Y.) on June
30, 1865 at Charleston, SC.  He returned to his farm in
Southold, N. Y. and married my great grandmother, Julia Webb
Mayo, on ____.  Their most prized possession, a wedding
present of a marble top table stands in my living room today.
My great grandfather’s photograph stands on the wall of my
upstairs study.  He died _________ .  Most of his poetry was
published in the Washington Post.  Soldier and lover, he is
noted as a minor American poet.

Where fo

Does bitterness get you?
To a broken heart?
To an early grave?
When I die
I want to go from natural causes.
Not from hate
Eating me up on the inside.

Buck O’Neil

 My friends, do not lose heart. We were made for these
times. I have
heard from so many recently who are deeply and properly
bewildered.
They are concerned about the state of affairs in our world
now. Ours
is a time of almost daily astonishment and often righteous
rage over
the latest degradations of what matters most to civilized,
visionary people.

Clarissa Pinkola Estes

To what does the soul turn
that has no therapists to
visit?  It takes its trouble to
the trees, to the riverbank,
to an animal companion, on
an aimless walk through the
city streets, a long watch of
the night sky.  Just stare out
of the window or boil water
for a cup of tea.  We
breathe, expand, and let go,
and something comes in
from elsewhere…

James Hillman

Oliver MayoOliver MayoOliver MayoOliver MayoOliver Mayo
Jim MischkeJim MischkeJim MischkeJim MischkeJim Mischke
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ReunionReunionReunionReunionReunion
Todd TibbalsTodd TibbalsTodd TibbalsTodd TibbalsTodd Tibbals

     Summer 2007.  A call is put out for all graduates of Arlington High
School class of ’57 to migrate towards our suburb of origin, hard by
Columbus, Ohio.  When my father attended his 50th he seemed rather
doddering; so certainly it couldn’t be my turn.  But alas, I sign on,
more out of curiosity than anything.  My wife, Andrea, agrees to be
my escort into this time warp.
     First event is a backyard cook-out at a rambling Tudor on an
immaculate golf course.  I haven’t seen this much green (money or
grass) since before drifting to N.M. 37 yrs. ago.  I adjust both my
western-cut Bermudas, and my nervous smile as we enter.  My first
impression is that these are the PARENTS of my classmates.  Then,
silly me, the “DUH” moment of realization.  Gads, do I look THAT
time worn?
     My graduating class was 175 strong, so I more or less knew who
everyone was back when.  Now I’m stopped in my tracks!!  The name
tags are too small to decipher from a safe distance.  Which means I
can’t pretend to recall who these people are.
     My skimpy grey
mane and beard
render me only
vaguely recogniz-
able, which may
have more to do with
my lack of visibility
in 1957.  I was a bit
shy, awkward with
the girls, and, except
for some sports,
didn’t leave much of
a footprint.  I aspired
to be part of the “in”
clique, but benign
anonymity was
seemingly my
destiny.
     So, here stand I,
facing this drove of
semi-familiar,
golden-age faces,
wondering if there’s
a niche for a card-carrying late bloomer.  Andrea is even more
perplexed.
     I’d been told that 40% of these ’57-ers still reside in greater
Columbus, most of them pursuing  the Ozzie and Harriet life style.
Some are still residing in the houses they grew up in.  I had put Ohio
in my rearview mirror as soon as I could, went off to save the world,
and ended up as a free lance artist in N.M.
     Well, Larry walks up to me——something that would never have
happened in the halls of ol’ Arlington H.S.;  He was THAT popular!
He doesn’t look particularly healthy.  I learn that he’s three times
divorced and is a wholesaler of Styrofoam.  Larry can’t stop chatter-
ing about “those great times WE had in ’56-‘57”  I don’t remember
anything “WE” about the two of us.  And, wonder of wonders, tall
Bill, captain of the basketball team, and erstwhile Mr. Everything,
approaches us.  Says: “Wow, I understand you were in the Peace
Corps, are an artist, and live in beautiful Arizona.  That’s fantastic!!”

With Bill sucking up to me I wonder if I’m on Candid Camera.
  And there’s Susie moving towards me.  In 9th grade I made the
mistake of telling my mother I had a crush on this popular girl.  Mom,
insisted we take her a box of fancy chocolates.  She drove around the
block while I, mortified, delivered the goods to Susie’s door.  I
scarcely made eye contact with her in school for several weeks after
that.
     And amazingly they wheel-in some of our aged teachers of yore.
They stammeringly contend that 1957 was their favorite graduating
class.  They must have been only twenty somethings in that era.
     With a day’s respite before the featured reunion soiree, I show
Andrea abound the manicured neighborhood of my childhood.  Here
are kids playing where Artie and I had held forth thru seemingly
endless summers of Capture the Flag and dissecting lightning bugs to
find the “batteries”.  These youngins don’t notice us, as Artie and I

probably didn’t heed
any nostalgic 60-plus
types back in the 1950’s.
     So, Andrea and I
spiff up for the reunion
banquet, at the vener-
able country club, who’s
memberships have
passed from classmates’
parents to them, with
their kids waiting in the
wings.  I recall that my
mother once wanted to
invite a young woman
from India to this lily-
white club, but called
the manager for
clearance.  He, straight
faced, replied: “Can you
describe her darkness on
a scale of one to
ten?”!!!!
     Anyway, at fancy
tables for six we are told

that one in six of us has passed on.  Each deceased classmate is, in
turn, honored.  We look around nervously, doing the math.
     Our self-appointed class comedian, Jim, is M.C., and takes us
down memory lane while roasting sundry peers.  He taunts me as
“presumably one of the few political progressives here tonight”.  I’m
proud to be a true blue amid the red sea of mostly righties.
     I’m beginning to accept these classmates as they look now, with
the time warp losing its grip.  There seems to be a joy at just making it
this far.  The abiding social caste system has broken down it would
seem, with everything forgiven.  The jocks are hanging out with the
geeks, and cheerleaders are hugging the Fonzie’s.
     Back in quaint N.M. I reflect on the half-century time switch.  I
muse at what might have been my high school year book epitaph——
—something like: “Most likely to remain invisible”;  and I mentally
update it to:  “He’s doing life his own way”!!!
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Song for RussellSong for RussellSong for RussellSong for RussellSong for Russell
R.W. JohnsonR.W. JohnsonR.W. JohnsonR.W. JohnsonR.W. Johnson

Song For Russell

Russell died tonight
Just before I last touched
His living hand,
Eyes opened mouth opened,
Cold and lifeless.
Blessing toast of scotch with
Randy and Jaimie
For his departure into
The righteous sphere of remembering
Why we were born one year apart
Into this big circle.

You my loyal older brother
Exposed  persistent smiles
To my heart.
Your vibrancy maintains belief
In catalytic goodness.
I measure my breath with yours and am proud
To be your blood. I must
Convince myself that now you’re gone
As I wear your fedora, feel liberation
Now born to the outer reaches
Of this our time.

And I will tell stories of how
You defended me
When the wrath of asshole punks
Came down on us fearless foes
Of spineless fools.
I am and always will be
Your eternal brother.

Your memory graces this earth now
Your soft clear eyes clouded by death’s cold stare
Have been my wake up call
To early sunrises,
Gestures toward your healing.
It was that last evening
Ten fifteen along the great lake in Milwaukee
That you took form in a white shepard wolf
Stopped my car and drew me to your eyes,

  To your wild countenance.
  I knew you died that very moment
  As I looked for the freeway
  Entrance that would lead me
  To your last address and home.
  It was a happy tongue licking gaze
  That told me you were off to another level
  Where I would one day walk again
   Into your compassionate embrace
  And feel the lightness of brotherhood
  Hear a wholesome laughter that sounds
  Acceptance of what we are.

You finally let go taking hidden secrets you once wove
Into your kind baskets and scarves,
In the timbre of your baritone voice.

Russell died on the eve of golden fall
Magic time of balloons rising
Fireworks capping eastern sky
Geometry of falling embers
Reds to white to gold to blues.
I saw him rise from his wheelchair and sprint
Through South Shore Park,
A victory run casting off demons
Lurking beneath his quiet sighs.

Love bouys him in eternal passing.

R.W. Johnson, September, 2007
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The only wisdom we can hope to acquire is humility: humility is
endless. T.S. Eliot

If you want to go quickly, go alone. If you want to go far, go to-
gether. African Proverb

I chose the theme, Finding Peace, Living Peace because I
have learned in the last couple of years that I have much to
learn about this subject. It seemed to me that if I could benefit
from an examination of the issues engaged by this theme, then
others could benefit as well.

For the past 29 years I have devoted much of my life to peace,
specifically the practice of conflict resolution and mediation
as a practitioner, teacher, and writer. I regarded myself as a
good, peaceful person and believed that my professional work
over three decades gave me a level of understanding and
awareness. To be honest, I thought of myself as something of
an expert.

About four years ago, my work was going well, I thought that
I had a good, peaceful family life with my wife and our two
sons. Then, I received an “announcement” by my wife after
almost 25 years that our marriage as I knew it was over. After
a year of joint counseling, individual therapy, separation in
our home, and a variety of  attempts to ressucitate the relation-
ship, I moved into a small garage apartment on Cerro Gordo
Road in Santa Fe. My wife and I then worked through the
painful task of financial settlement and taking apart the fabric
of our shared life.

I continued to work with a therapist to excavate the pain and
gain some measure of understanding about the meaning of this
change in my life. But I found very little peace. I did discover
that the peaceful exterior of my marriage was an illusion. I
had a story about my life that sounded good and looked good,
but it concealed much. Below the peaceful surface of my
story, powerful and dark forces moved.

As I slowly came to terms with my role in creating and
maintaining a number of cherished illusions, I also began to
grieve their death. During this time, I found it difficult to sleep
well and spent many nights reading and writing in my journal,
seeking exhaustion and rest.

The winter of 2006-07 was very cold and there were a couple
of big snow storms in December and January. One sleepless
night, I had the thought to go for a walk under a full moon and
ended up at a small park nearby. In the middle of the park was
a full size statue of St. Francis. I sat on a bench near the statue
with my usual grab bag of thoughts and emotions jumbled

inside. Then, I had a memory of a prayer, the first prayer I ever
learned. It was the ‘Prayer of Peace’ attributed to St. Francis. It
begins…. “Lord, make me an instrument of thy peace….” I
used to say the prayer at my grandparents’ dinner table as a
grace with all the family assembled. There was a beautiful
illuminated manuscript of the prayer framed on the wall of their
home. I looked at it hundreds of times as I committed the
prayer to memory.

I found myself standing up, going over to the statue of Francis,
and holding his bronze hands as I prayed for greater peace in
my heart. In the following weeks, I made several more 3 A.M.
visits to the park and to Francis. I continued to hold his hands
and say the prayer. Usually, I became tired and cold and
trudged back to my house, but finally on a particularly bitter,
cold night the pattern changed. Just as I reached out for his
frozen hands, some ‘energy’ spun me around. I leaned back into
him and felt his outstretched arms beneath my arms, available
to support me. My knees buckled as if they had been waiting
for this opportunity. I let him take my weight and began to say
the prayer.

Lord, make me an instrument of Thy peace;

where there is hatred, let me sow love;

where there is injury, pardon;

where there is doubt, faith;

where there is despair, hope;

where there is darkness, light;

and where there is sadness, joy.

O Divine Master,

grant that I may not so much seek to be consoled as to

console;

to be understood, as to understand;

to be loved, as to love;

for it is in giving that we receive,

it is in pardoning that we are pardoned,

and it is in dying that we are born to Eternal Life.
Amen.

When I said the words, ‘O Divine Master’ something broke
open inside my chest. I began to sob uncontrollably. Wave after
wave of sadness surged out of my core, crested, and broke on
the shore of my heart. All alone with Francis in the darkness in

Encounter with St. FrancisEncounter with St. FrancisEncounter with St. FrancisEncounter with St. FrancisEncounter with St. Francis
Mark BennettMark BennettMark BennettMark BennettMark Bennett
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Check out the
NM Men’s Wellness Web Site

 www.nmmw.net

daily life has carried, and continues to carry, all the society stuff, the pressures to conform…these things hold a lot of weight in my life.  I am 
trying to be who I am, and to be okay with it all.  I go through times when I am happy with myself, with being me, just as I am…more and 
more so as I age…but those times are still so rare.  I know I’m not unique in this trait.  I saw Jim in that church in Alton, Illinois, when I was a 
teenager, and my instinct told me he was not at all comfortable mingling with the others.  I could sense that he wanted to be comfortable with 
it, though.  My guess is that, even for him, eccentric as he was, daring to be different was not easy.  I have talked with many, many people in 
my passing years…I see now that we are a species (or maybe more so, a culture) always playing the fine lines of this phenomenon.  Perhaps 
it’s a challenge for most:  

  You can probably tell which end of the spectrum stands out for me.  I’d 
sure like to hear more messages in my head like:  Go ahead, learn to play piano, write to your heart’s content, walk when you want to walk, 
run when you want to run, dance when you feel like dancing, love the way you love, be who you are, sleep late this morning….  Dare to be 
different!  

Be who you are!  Shine that light within!  Dare to be different!  But conform!  Be X, Y and Z in your 
profession!  Your marriage should look like such and such!  Color your hair when it turns grey!  Slim your belly when it gets fat!  
Socialize if you are lonely!  Buy a new car when it’s five years old!

a timeless space, I wept, perhaps as long as a half hour. Then, the waves subsided, I lifted myself out of his arms and walked 
back up the road, continuing to say the prayer. I reached the line, ‘it is in pardoning that we are pardoned,’ and thought about 
Francis, God, and all the mistakes I had made that contributed to the death of my marriage. I realized that it was not God or any 
other person’s pardon that I needed. I needed to forgive myself. I was stunned by the clarity of this simple, liberating idea. I 
formally gave myself a full, unconditional pardon for everything…. every act and every omission. I named them all.

As soon as my pardon was complete, my body began to move on its own as tremendous energy flowed through me. I began to 
skip and dance and shout, “I’m free! I’m free!” And then cascades of laughter poured out of me as I whirled up the road like 
some crazed man, possessed by happy spirits.

That night, I reached a level of humility I had never before known and I feel the power of the experience as it continues to 
strengthen and calm me. I learned something about peace that night and I look forward to going farther by learning more with 
you, together at the Fall Conference.  

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/89/Saint_Francis_statue_in_garden.jpg
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Is life getting you down? No answers coming to mind? It’s time to get down to basics,
it’s time to Ask Ailo!

c All rights reserved
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Dear Ailo
How does a man keep his soul, his heart, his balls, his vibrance intact, alive and growing when he has decided he loves a woman, marries her,
and cohabitates with her?  I screwed up on this same old issue the first time around.  Don’t want it to happen again.  Any thoughts come to
mind when you chew a bone over this one?

Sincerely,
Lost in the Bosque!

Dear Lost
The main thing here is to keep living your life. I see it happen a lot with humans. You fall in love, get married and proceed to let

everything else you enjoyed in your life go down the tubes, friends, family, sports etc. and become a slave to your mate. So if you start
hearing....”Yes Dear” or “What ever you want to do dear” coming out of your mouth, kick yourself in the ass and get back to being you!
It comes down to; you loose yourself by not being yourself. You also deprive your partner, of who you are so not only do you loose yourself,
your partner looses you as well, causing big ass trouble in your relationship. This works both ways, could be that in your old relationship your
partner disappeared. It’s strange; as soon as you say “I’m married” you take on whole different identity, one that may not be YOU.
So check it out, look inside and see if you’re still being you. If not, do something to get back to it, you can’t be anyone else!
Ailo

skiing (it’s been a few years, but I was good at it), and most of
all lying with my head toward brothers and sharing that sort of
candidness of mortality as the starry, starry night sky is sur-
veyed with a spiritual embrace.

While I have loved Ghost Ranch and its striking autumn beauty,
additionally noting its central location (5 hours drive for me), it
certainly is not the only place for us to have fun.

For me the issue is not so much in the doing with the men I
have come to know in Men’s Wellness as in the quality of the
being.  I have been in the company of other men in various
scenarios in my life: various types of work, military, academia.
Under these situations, there has been a guardedness whereby
men do not readily open themselves to each other as fully as
they might.  There is a standard role to play and persona to
present and it seldom has gone much beyond that.  I have been
attracted to those brothers at Men’s Wellness who “wear their
hears on their sleeves”.  It’s important to me that others open up
to me and that I have the opportunity to be who I really am,
including letting out many of those sub-personalities which I
generally find more wise to conceal while under scrutiny of the

public eye.  For me, then, and for the human being, generally, it
seems to me to be vital to ask: “With whom can I be open?”  To
reveal oneself is to invite intimacy and to encourage others to
do so, as well.  Not to successfully engineer this terrain is to
live without boundaries, with all of the dysfunctionality im-
plied, but to fail to inquire and endeavor at all is to be rendered
within a situation of isolation, and after all, we are descended
from herd animals: the wolf, and not the solitary stalking lion.

An activity which I am finally seeing take shape, one which I
feel I have perhaps too subtly pushed for in the past, is initiation
of socially minded projects for the betterment of humanity
through the vehicle of Men’s Wellness.  To this, we all owe
David Kuenzli a debt of gratitude, as he has taken the initiative
to gather the positive energy to urge us all to compile our tax
refunds and identify a worthwhile project in the advancement of
the human race.  Here, I think we have the option of merely
turning over the cash to a worthwhile and trustworthy organiza-
tion or we could shepherd our own project which would seem a
definite option in eliciting a level of involvement and creativity
which might be a lot of fun for us all.  For me, Men’s Wellness
has become a spiritual community.      Continued on Page 18
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NM Men’s Wellness
Calendar of Events

Brown Bag Lunch—Santa Fe: Wednesdays, noon-1:30, at the Men’s Center, 54 ½ E. San Francisco, 2nd floor (just off the
plaza…enter the door to the right of Haagen-Dazs).  The lunch group is a “come one, come all” men’s group that has been meeting in
Santa Fe for the past 13 years.  It is a place to share from the heart and be listened to from the heart.  Contact Max August at (505)
690-6619.

New Mexico Men’s Wellness 2008 Fall Conference: The 24th New Mexico Men’s Wellness Conference
October 23-26, 2008 at Ghost Ranch, Abiquiu, New Mexico
Arrive 5-7 PM to check in. Program begins 7 PM, Thurs., ends 1 PM Sun.
contact Lawrence Cook 505.898.2206    rlcook44@msn.com    See page 20 for more information.

Men’s Art Support Group—Albuquerque: Wednesdays, 6-8PM, at the OFFCenter community studio, 808 Park SW (near 8th and
Central, downtown).  Ongoing six-week session groups meet in an open studio.  Contact the OFFCenter at (505) 247-1172.

New Mexico Men’s Wellness Adopt-A-Highway Project:  Saturday, September 27, 2008.  Meet at exit 233, I-25 and Alameda, at 9:15
AM.  Park on the northwest corner of the intersection, in the Ramada Inn parking lot for orientation and shuttle to the work areas.
Bring water, sturdy boots/shoes, long sleeve shirt and a hat.  For more information, contact Bob McMain at (505) 248-1001, or David
Johnson at (505) 266-9960.  To be added to the project email list, contact Bob at RoadRunner36@comcast.net
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Rare and hard to find Prints, Maps & Books

Maps of the American West from the 1800’s. Rare and out of print
books on American History and the settlement of the American West.

Wood block prints from the 1800’s

Bob Hollingsworth

For an appointment call: 505 294-4908 
hollingsbooks@thuntek.net

These fine businesses support Man Alive!
If you would like to advertise in Man Alive! Contact Cliff Taber: clifftaber@aol.com

If you would like to advertise in  Man Alive! Contact Cliff Taber @ clifftaber@aol.com
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My sister married a southern guy she met while he was
in the army up north.  He’d say funny things like: Great day in
the morning”, “Golly Moses”, and “Goahahhh-ahhly!”  Getting
to know his southern agricultural family from my New York
City point of view was a kick!  One day, I sat in his dad and
mom’s farmhouse and, of course,
stills and “revernuers” came
around as subject matter for
conversation.  I, at about eighteen
or nineteen, couldn’t resist asking
how to brew my own beer.  And
there it was, out on the table, the
secret Southern recipe!  I wrote
fast, didn’t want to miss any
directions or ingredients.  He
checked it all out.  It was good to
go.

I can still picture the cellar of my
New York house.  Concrete walls,
ladder for the cats to climb under
the steps and shit in weather too
cold to survive outside.  The great
law was “ use no metal garbage
cans as the brew will take on the
metal taste” OK! Plastic containers
had been procured.  I even found a
capper in that urban environment.
I followed all the directions to a
“T”.  Well, I used the capper, put a
teaspoon of sugar in each before
sealing and let all the bottles sit for
the prescribed period.

One afternoon, I decided it was time, went down, got myself a
bottle, pretty well cooled already from the cellar temperature
and leaned back.  It was terrible!  Two swigs and I had decided
to pack it all up in my ’58 Oldsmobile, ’98 - the one that I had
nosed and decked and painted candy apple red, as the expres-
sion of my dreams - and hauled the whole batch south to see
what I had done wrong, just like St. Francis did when he
walked all the way to Rome to ask the pope as to the essence of
his deepest psychospiritual flaws.  I was received much the
same way: “My younger brother, mistakes will be made…”
The beer was sampled: “Ahhh... Perfect!”  What?

Well, it turned out that I was unaccustomed to dark beer.  I

Of Beer and Old FriendsOf Beer and Old FriendsOf Beer and Old FriendsOf Beer and Old FriendsOf Beer and Old Friends
Jim MischkeJim MischkeJim MischkeJim MischkeJim Mischke

thought it tasted like shit.  Well, John Previs got all the beer
with my blessings and I went back to the city shaking my head.
I had time and gas was probably $.35/gallon back then.

A few years earlier, my buddy, Charlie, and I, still young
teenagers, had decided to go out
adventuring.  At first, the plan was
to hitchhike to Arizona to visit his
uncle who owned a bar out there.
We just started hitching on the
New Jersey Turnpike and hit it so
well that were in D. C. for lunch.
We spent a while checking out
legend and legacy, decided to keep
going south, got into Richmond by
dinner and gave John and Mary
Previs a call.  The folks hosted us
on one of our first excursions
away from home.

When my mom died in1995,
Charlie came down to Virginia for
the funeral.  He was always
fooling around.  That night, he
poured a pitcher of water over my
head while we were sitting out-
doors drinking beer (now the
beloved dark variety) and taking in
the peaceful flow of the
Mattaponai River.  I got to chasing
him, both of us laughing, by then
in our early fifties.  In that wres-
tling match, we decided to go back
and visit John and Mary on the

farm.  After all, it had only been thirty some years.  I can still
see us driving up the dirt road to the farmhouse in Charlie’s
rented car, and out coming John and Mary like no time had
passed at all.  We all sat on the front porch and had a cool dark
beer.

Mary and John are both gone now: Mary at 89, John at 94:
hardy, long-lived, hard-working farm folks who welcomed all
into their home and shared whatever they had.  My brother-in-
law is now 70.  Charlie and I still visit.  The other summer, I
went up to Vermont and helped him put a new bathroom in his
early 1800’s ancestral home.  We’ve been friends since playing
trucks in the dirt as three year olds.
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From the EditorFrom the EditorFrom the EditorFrom the EditorFrom the Editor
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I have watched young men seek Men’s Wellness.  I was very
struck by the solidity and quality of Miles Lessen, whom we all
met at last summer’s gathering.  It appears he actively sought
out the company of other men, and particularly older men, on
the web.  It’s really been a joy to get to know him.  To advance
the lives and growth of younger men, and women as well, has
for me been a source of both inspiration and maturation.

At the spring retreat, after having sang and danced, I noticed
that Lawrence Cook had brought a baseball and two gloves.  I
felt something in me quicken, and suggested that we have a
catch.  More and more guys wanted to get into the action.  We
substituted a softball, spread out, and had a game in the forest.
I hit a homer, my hit only to be impeded by a conifer, reducing
it to a single, a major problem of woodland baseball, I would
say.  It wasn’t major league, but it was a good workout we all
enjoyed together.  I hadn’t played ball like that in forty years,
and I remembered the fun I had playing baseball as a kid.  All
that is needed, it seems, for an adventurous workout and for
spontaneous neural excitement is the space and synchronicity
which renders the optional possibility.

In the last edition, I attempted to address the issue of the
relationship of men under various situations, as you have
suggested in your message to the reader of Man Alive!: men in
war, men in prison, men in the face of death of one of their
number.
Frankly, Cliff, I have missed you.  When I saw you at the Fall
Conference, I had hoped you’d stick around.  When I learned
you had left, I felt a small sadness.  I’ve gotten to know you
through small group activity and I’ve liked and respected what I
encountered.

Men’s Wellness, like all universal phenomena will experience
change along the timeline.  It will rise and fall with the chang-
ing fortunes of time, reflecting a sine wave of inhale and exhale
that will doubtlessly be seen as a spiral if we choose an advan-
tageous vantage point wisely enough.  People, thrusts, endeav-
ors, observations, dedications, and commitments will certainly
make their appearance and then be noted in retrospect only by
their absence.  The need on the part of men for the company of
other open hearted and kindly intelligent men – perhaps one
definition of nobility - will likely be around for some time,
probably as long as there are men and there is decency remain-
ing in social congregation.  It has been the way of men since
the eons of the Great Hunt.  It will remain far into the future, I
am certain.  Within this phenomenon, one transformation you
may have been noting is the metamorphosis of some of us from
warriors into sages, wizards, wiseman, and also dingbats.

MISCHKE

This is my last issue as editor of Man Alive! To my
knowledge no one has come forward to pick up the editorship.
It’s not an easy job, trying to get you guys to write something.
It’s been a lot of fun for me, trying different things to get some
response and get your creative juices moving again. This issue
has some great writing and images, a great help for me putting
it together.

So here’s a big thank you to all of you that put it down
on paper and sent it in. And to all of you guys on the staff of
MA who helped in proofing and getting it out to the world. I
think this may be the end of MA as you know it. It may be
time to let the web site be the place where you find out what’s
happening in NM Men’s Wellness, it seems to be the natural
direction for it to go.
MA was the link to the masses for conferences and informa-
tion about Men’s Wellness before the digital age, it will be
much more efficient using the web site to convey that infor-
mation. Of course that decision is up to the “BOARD”.

I’ve just about done it all in MW, I’ve learned a lot,
made some great friends, had some incredible experiences.
Lately, I’ve been thinking a lot about what I was searching for
when I came to MW, I came to realize that while I found all
those great things, it’s just like the song says “I still haven’t
found what I’m looking  for”. So it’s time for me to move on
and continue my search.

Best of luck to you and thanks for all you’ve given me.

Cliff Taber

Check out the
NM Men’s Wellness Web Site

 www.nmmw.net



DIRECTORY OF CONTACTS FOR MEN’S GROUPS IN NEW MEXICO

This directory is a work in progress.  Please send corrections and updates to the editor at clifftaber@aol.com.  If you are interested in
being part of a men’s group, feel free to use this list as a starting point for finding a group in your area.  Also, see the Calendar of
Events for weekly groups in both Santa Fe and Albuquerque that are open-format.

Northern Region

Max August—Santa Fe
(505) 690-6619
j.maxaugust@gmail.com

Michael Hamilton—Santa Fe
(505) 699-3936
eagle_call@msn.com

Jeff Hood—Santa Fe
(505) 983-8420
jeffhood@adventuresinspirit.com

Victor LaCerva—Santa Fe
(505) 983-4233
heartsongs3@msn.com

Robert Spitz—Santa Fe
(505) 988-3541
robtspitz@aol.com
Wednesday Lunch Group

Rob Hawley—Taos
(505) 758-8176
rob@taosherb.com
New Warriors Group

Paul Zelizer—Taos
(505) 758-9066
mrc@laplaza.org
Men’s Resource Center
of Northern New Mexico

Central Region

David Robertson—Albuquerque
(505) 344-5489
Robertson_d@aps.edu

Pat Sauer—Albuquerque
(505) 299-6749
pasacoml@yahoo.com

Sal Treppiedi—Albuquerque
(505) 298-1132
salteaches@yahoo.com

Gary McFarland—Tijeras
(505) 286-4502
garymcfar@aol.com

Steve Smith—Rio Rancho
(505) 892-6142
steve-kendra@newmexico.com

Southern Region

Tony Harris—Las Cruces
(505) 649-7959
abharris@zianet.com

Neal Apple—Silver City
apple-allen@gilanet.com

Websites of Interest to Men:

www.nmmw.net
www.menshealthnetwork.org

www.malemenopause.com
www.menstuff.org

www.themenscenter.com
www.menalive.com

www.testosteronenation.com
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The 24th New Mexico Men’s Wellness Conference  
October 23-26, 2008 at Ghost Ranch, Abiquiu, New Mexico 
Arrive 5-7 PM to check in. Program begins 7 PM, Thurs., ends 1 PM Sun. 

 

New Mexico Mens’ Wellness is a nonprofit organization that promotes wellness and welfare in body, mind and spirit of men and their 
families. We hold seasonal conference gatherings organized around themes that speak to the realities of mens’ lives. Our publication, Man 
Alive, provides a forum for creative expression and discussion of issues. For more information, visit our website at www.nmmw.net 

 
Finding Peace, Living Peace 

 
Peace is not something you wish for; it’s something you make, 
something you do, something you are, and something you give  
away. Robert Fulghum 
 

What does it mean to live as a man of peace in this time? Could peace be a vital life process               
that has the capacity, like water, to shape the hardness of this world?  
 
Join us to examine the meaning and practical implications of peace in our lives, our communities,      
and our relationship to the world through challenging exercises, structured experiences, dialogue, 
reflection, and creative expression. 

 

 
 
Final Registration Deadline: Form with check must be postmarked by September 20th.  
Registration limited to 80. Early bird, reduced fee deadline is September 1st 
 
Name: ________________________________________________  Phone: ___________________________ 
 
Email address: ____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Street address/PO Box: _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
City: _________________________________________________  State: _______ Zip code: _____________  
T-shirt size (choose one): S ___ M ____ L ____ XL ____ XXL ____ 
Total amount enclosed:      __________ 

 
Early bird registration fee - $250.00 (postmarked by 9/1)  ____________   Birth year: ___________________ 
Full registration Fee - $275.00 (postmarked 9/2-9/20)   ____________    Is this your first Mens’ Wellness 
Additional contribution for scholarships    ____________           conference? ______________ 
Scholarship support available, contact Lawrence Cook 505.898.2206    rlcook44@msn.com 
 
Mail registration to: Tony Byers, 2851 Trellis NW, Albuquerque, NM 87107. Make check payable to NM Men’s Wellness 



NMMW Fall Conference
October 23 - 26, 2008
Lawrence Cook, Co-Leader to Mark Bennett
As leader of this year’s fall conference, Mark Bennett is inviting US to gather this Fall to come
together as a community and consider what our personal responsibility is to live as men of peace.
We are called to come together, to bring our own experiences and perceptions about Peace and
forge together a renewed focus and resolve to be Peace in our lives.
This January my wife and I received notice of our daughter-in-law’s pregnancy. Expecting our
first grandchild, I went to a concert of “Emma’s Revolution,” a duo singing of peace and hope for
all. I purchased the first item for our grandchild-to-be, a baby’s t-shirt w/ “Salaam, Shalom,
Peace” on it in Arabic, Hebrew and English, wishing and hoping that there will be greater peace
in the world in her life time.
What can each of us do to improve our responses in developing greater peace in our own lives
and for future generations?
During the 1991 Fall Conference Victor LaCerva directed each of us participating in the
“Samurai Game” to compose a Haiku to recite when we died in the game. The following flowed
through me:
Fish Creek calls me now
To flow with Life’s pulse beating,
To live life in Peace.
I could not recite it when I was in the “graveyard,” but
my Haiku, created out of that experience,
is a mantra for me.
I wood-burned it on the back of a piece of fish shaped
bark found on the bank of Fish Creek. My
older brother Frank printed it on a Melmac plate signed
by him and his family, before he died of
Cancer. My wife Irene carved it on a beaver-chewed
aspen from Fish Creek. Last year, Joseph
Woods, inspired us to make a prayer flag - the Haiku is
my prayer, but an important shift
occurred:
Fish Creek calls US now
To flow with Life’s pulse beating,
To live life in Peace.
Do join us in this process.
Let us know what you and we can do individually and
collectively to
join the call to live life in Peace.

Fall ConferenceFall ConferenceFall ConferenceFall ConferenceFall Conference
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When my dad died earlier this year at the age of 88 he
was still immersed in his internal struggles, railing at imagined
slights and injustices he felt he had suffered, and still con-
vinced that the fall he had taken 8 months earlier, and which led
to his precipitous physical decline, was my mother’s fault.  I
always knew there was something strange and troubling about
my dad; indeed, he was a deeply troubled man.  As long as I
knew him he was explaining and justifying himself — as if
there was something secret truth he knew about himself which
couldn’t be named, but had to be explained away.  But until
recently I was unable to put
my finger on just what the
problem was.
     I remember a September
evening in 1959, the night
before I started high school,
when he sat in my bedroom
and droned on endlessly,
mostly to himself but with
me as a captive audience,
about the unhappy events in
his life that had prevented
him from achieving his true
destiny – events that were
either not of his doing, or
which he had done out of
love for his family, i.e. me,
my sister and my mother.  He
repeated this monologue
frequently during my remain-
ing years at home.  I came to
recognize it as a kind of
public verbal masturbating —
not real communication, but a
conversation with himself in
the presence of an unwilling
audience.
     I knew there was some-
thing wrong with him when
he was invited to speak to my
high school senior English
class about the value of going to college, but never once during
his presentation said a word about college.  He merely talked to
the class about himself and his life experiences…for what
seemed like an eternity.
     I knew there was something wrong when he belittled or
explained away the accomplishments of his brother, his
brother-in-law, his cousins, and his many acquaintances.
Listening to his extended monologues, I came to realize that a
primary coping mechanism of his was to concoct a life-story
narrative for everyone he knew, which allowed him to explain
away their accomplishments and at the same time excuse his

own failures.  As he got older, he narrated these stories over
and over again, nearly verbatim.  As his circle of acquaintances
grew, the number of stories grew, but they were of a common
type – fictionalized and self-exculpatory.
     I knew there was something wrong from the way he treated
my mother – as a target of his angry, belittling and condescend-
ing remarks.  In fact, Dad treated most women in our family in
the same way.  I remember on more than one occasion an aunt
or sister-in-law reduced to tears by the end of a family visit.
      I knew for sure there was something seriously wrong as I

saw him grow angrier and
more resentful toward me
over the years as my own
career developed.  I remem-
ber sending him a copy of a
book I had published, about
which he said nothing; his
only response was to send
me a copy of a monograph
he had written decades
earlier.  When I gave him a
tour of the university where I
was employed, he grew
angrier and angrier as we
walked around the campus.
By the time the tour ended
he was almost consumed
with rage.
    Dad’s seemingly random
acts of strangeness reached a
horrific peak 8 years ago at
my niece’s bat mitzvah,
during which he seized the
temple podium in the middle
of the service and publically
berated the girl’s family (my
sister and brother-in-law) for
not having given him a larger
role in the ceremony.  I knew
then that the man was
seriously ill, but I still

couldn’t identify the underlying problem.
     It was my sister who first provided the key that helped to put
all the interlocking pieces of Dad’s troubling behavior together
and make sense out of them.  Dad’s problem, she announced,
had been diagnosed by her own therapist, a woman who had
never met Dad but who, in an amazing feat of applied psychia-
try had uncovered the truth based only on what my sister had
told her about him.  According to the therapist, Dad represented
a classic case of narcissism.



     I was skeptical at first, but I believe that time has proven her
right.  A narcissist he was, and a narcissist he remained until his
death.  Narcissism has become one of the most overused buzz
words in common conversation, but when correctly applied it is
a powerful explanatory concept.  (Sandy Hotchkiss’ 2002 book
Why is it Always about You? is helpful in nailing down its
essential meaning.)  A narcissist is not merely one who is
selfish, self-absorbed, self-aggrandizing, egotistical, uncaring
or tyrannical – although he or she may exhibit all of these
characteristics.  A narcissist is someone with no sense of self,
no self-image, other than that which he can glean from the
reactions he gets (or believes he is getting) from other people.
Since the narcissist has no central personal identity on which to
ground himself; his self-perception is a desperately thrown-
together pastiche of what (he thinks) other people think of him.
     In the absence of a secure ego, the narcissist is completely
dependant on positive feedback from others to reassure himself
that he is OK.  If someone fails to provide him with this
feedback, that person is pushed away, trivialized, or targeted for
angry outbursts.  The lack of an authentic self image explains
why a narcissist in a personal relationship can run the gamut
from exaggerated attentiveness and courtesy to rudeness and
ridicule.  The former typifies the early stages of a narcissist’s
relationship, when he first perceives the other as a possible
source of affection and praise.  The latter occurs later on, if he
perceives the other person to be unwilling or unable to provide
him with the continual pumping up he must have in order to
maintain a positive sense of self.
     That was Dad.  The narcissism diagnosis helped explain the
two seemingly irreconcilable sides of his personality.    He had
a wide network of friends and acquaintances in his community
who provided him with praise for his civic involvement and
good works.  This was psychological oxygen for him, and he
was effusive in his praise for these friends – they were “very,
very, very nice people.”  Translated, they satisfied his need for
the self-assurance he craved by reassuring him that he wasn’t a
bad person.  He had nothing else to go on.  On the other hand,
he treated his immediate family with thinly concealed anger,
sarcasm, and patronizing condescension.  Why?  Because we
failed to provide him with the praise and displays of affection
that he desperately needed to bolster his weak ego.
Ironically, simply diagnosing my dad as a narcissist made him
no easier to deal with.  To the end he was a man self-obsessed,
domineering and insensitive.  As he got older and sicker, the
narcissistic streak in his personality became more and more
pronounced.
     How did Dad get to be this way?  How does one become a
narcissist?  Hotchkiss claims that in fact we all start out life as
narcissists.  As toddlers we have no rock-solid sense of our-
selves as personalities in the world — all we know about
ourselves is what we can glean from our parents and caregivers.
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The change comes as we mature.  Parents who help their
growing children become emotionally independent confer on
them a wondrous blessing:  these children are able to move
beyond narcissism and develop an independent, inner sense of
who they are.  But children whose parents leave them emotion-
ally stunted – through abuse, withheld love, refusal to treat
them with dignity or to respect their personal boundaries –
may live a lifetime without ever developing a solid core iden-
tity.  Dad had obviously gone through a messy childhood of his
own, and he never completely escaped it.
     As he was dying, Dad treated his hospice caregivers with
care and respect, and I believe they respected him in return.
But until his last day he never got the love and respect he
thought he deserved from his immediate family.  For our part,
what we got from our relationships with him was a powerful
object lesson in how not to treat one’s loved ones.
     It has been said that the most accurate way to take the
measure of a society’s true level of morality is to see how it
treats its prisoners, its least valued members.  But at the indi-
vidual level, the best measure of a man may be made by
watching how he treats those nearest and, supposedly, dearest
to him.  Whatever the inner demons may be that each of us are
condemned to fight, let us save the best that is in us for those
closest to us.

Bob Weissberg
July, 2008
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